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Introduction
The Joint Polar Satellite System (JPSS)-2 (renamed as NOAA-21 post-launch) was launched
successfully in November 2022. It hosts an array of instruments similar to those currently
operating on S-NPP and NOAA-20 satellites. The NOAA-21 satellite produces baseline as
well as new products that are directly resulted from instrument upgrades and science
improvements. This paper will present an overview of the NOAA-21 science algorithm
updates and share some early results from NOAA-21 product validation and readiness for
operation. The schedule of transitioning JPSS enterprise algorithms to NESDIS Common
Cloud Framework (NCCF) will also be briefed.

Summary

1. OMPS and VIIRS SDR teams started NOAA-21 Weekly/Monthly Fast-Track LUTs update
2. NOAA-21 Algorithm Cal/Val schedule were well defined, all NOAA-21 Products will reach 

the Beta/Provisional/Validate Maturity by May-2024/Jul-2024/Jul-2025, respectively
3. All J2-ready algorithms are running in IDPS (OPS) & NDE (I&T)
4. NDE is migrating to NCCF. Transition to NCCF timeline is defined. All NOAA-21 EDR 

products (except VIIRS Imagery EDR) will be operational in NCCF within 2-3 years of launch

STAR JPSS science teams delivered the final JPSS-2/Enterprise Cal/Val plans in April 2021. And adjusted the Cal/Val dates due to the recovery of
NOAA-21 KATX. Below is the NOAA-21 Monthly Cal/Val maturity review schedule chart (Left), and the Fiscal year (FY) percent-completion chart
(Right), developed based on the updated Cal/Val schedule.

NOAA-21 Data Products Cal/Val and Operational Plan

NOAA-21 Science Products Readiness
NOAA-21 ATMS channel to channel noise correlationNOAA-21 ATMS First Light Image, 22 Nov 2022 ATMS On-orbit Performance

NOAA-21 launched Nov 10 2022, ATMS data started flow Nov 22,  reached Beta Nov 30, Provisional Dec 15th. ATMS BUFR went into operation on the same day

MiRS vs ECMWF TPW

Cor: 0.988
Std Dev: 2.68

Cor: 0.988
Std Dev: 2.69

S-NPP NOAA-20 NOAA-21

NOAA-21 CrIS First Light Image, 12 Feb 2023

ATMS Level 1 Products Beta Provisional Declares Ready 
for Operations Validated

Temperature Data Record (TDR)* Nov-30-2022 Dec-15-2022 Dec-15-2022 May-10-2023
Sensor Data Record (SDR) Nov-30-2022 Dec-15-2022 Dec-15-2022 May-10-2023

CrIS Level 1 Product

SDR* Feb-23-2023 Apr-27-2023 Mar-30-2023 Sep-28-2023
VIIRS Level 1 Product
VIIRS SDR Feb-23-2022 Mar-30-2023 Mar-30-2023 Jul-13-2023
OMPS Level 1 Product
Total Column and Nadir Profile 
SDRs Feb-23-2023 Apr-27-2023 Apr-27-2023 Dec-22-2023

VIIRS Level 2 Products(s)
VIIRS Imagery* Feb-23-023 Mar-30-2023 Mar-30-2023 Jul-13-2023

VIIRS Level 2 Products Beta Provisional
Declares
Ready for 

Operations
Validated

Cloud Mask
Cloud Property

Jun -2023
Sep-2023 Oct-2023 Dec. 2023 Mar-2024

Aerosol Optical Depth and 
Particle Size Parameter Jun-2023 Nov-2023 Jan-2024 Jun-2024

Aerosol Detection Aug-2023 Dec-2023 Feb-2024 Jun-2024
Volcanic Ash Sep-2023 Oct-2023 Dec. 2023 Mar-2024
Ice Surface Temperature Jul-2023 Oct-2023 Dec. 2023 Feb-2024

Sea Ice Concentration and 
Ice Thickness Jul-2023 Oct-2023 Dec. 2023 Feb-2024

Snow Cover (Binary Map & 
Snow Cover Fraction) Jul-2023 Oct-2023

Jan-2024 Dec. 2023 Jul-2024

Active Fire Jul-2023 Oct-2023 Dec. 2023 Jul-2024

Land Surface Temperature Jul-2023 Jan-2024 Mar-2024 Jan-2025

Land Surface Albedo Jul-2023 Jan-2024 Mar-2024 Jul-2024
GST (Global Gridded 
Surface Type) May-2024 Jul-2024 -- Sep-2024

Land Surface Reflectance Jul-2023 Jan-2024 Mar-2024 Jan-2025

VIIRS Level 2 Products Beta Provisional
Declares
Ready for 

Operations
Validated

Green Vegetation 
Fraction Jul-2023 Jan-2024 Mar-2024 Jan-2025

Vegetation Index (VI) Jul-2023 Jan-2024 Mar-2024 Jan-2025
Vegetation Health (VH) Sep-2023 Mar-2024 Jun-2024 Apr-2025
Ocean Color Nov-2023 Mar-2024 Jun-2024 Jul-2025
Sea Surface Temperature May-2023 Aug-2023 Oct-2023 Aug-2024
VIIRS Polar Winds Nov-2023 Jan-2024 Mar-2024 Mar-2024
VIIRS Flood Mapping Jul-2023 Jan-2024 Mar-2024 Jan-2025
CRIS/ATMS Level 2 Products

NUCAPS: AVTP, AVMP, 
OLR Jun-2023 Dec-2023 Feb-2024 Mar-2024

NUCAPS: Ozone, Trace 
Gas (CO, CO2, CH4) Jun-2023 Mar-2024 May-2024 Jun-2024

ATMS Level 2 Products

MiRS Products May-2023 Oct-2023 Dec-2023 Oct-2024
SnowFall Rate (SFR) May-2023 Feb-2024 Apr-2024 May-2025
OMPS Level 2 Products

Ozone EDR: NP  Mar-2023 May-2023 Jul-2023 Jan-2024
Ozone EDR: TC Mar-2023 May-2023 Jul-2023 Jan-2024
Ozone LP (SDR&EDR) Jun-2023 Jan-2024 Mar-2024 Sep-2024

Validation Maturity Levels Not Validated Beta Provisional Validated

Ready for Operations Declares Ready for Operations

* Key Performance Parameter (KPP)
• The Mission Unique Products are generated from the Interface Data Processing Segment (IDPS) Cloud 

System. The Enterprise Products are generated from S-NPP Data Exploration (NDE) at Environmental 
Satellite Processing Center (ESPC).

• NDE is migrating to NCCF (NESDIS Common Cloud Framework).
• All NOAA-21 EDR (except VIIRS Imagery EDR) will be operational in NCCF within 2-3 years of launch.

Good global agreement between the CrIS sensor observations from NOAA-21 (Upper) and  NOAA-20 (Bottom) CrIS has been found. Radiances observed at the 1569 cm-1 water vapor channel on February 12, 2023
NOAA-21 NUCAPS retrievals from J2-Ready algorithm matches very well both qualitatively and quantitatively with the NOAA-20 operational NUCAPS products. (Upper: NOAA-21; Bottom: NOAA-20), February 20, 2023

Temperature at 496 hPa Water Vapor at 506 hPa Ozone at 49 hPa

1. On-orbit SDR radiometric quality on all FOVs 
and spectral bands has been well-characterized
using different datasets

2. On-orbit radiometric noise in the form of NEdN
has shown  consistent performance against  
pre-launch analysis results, where  all FOVs 
meet the JPSS Level-1 requirements  with margin; 

3. On-orbit SDR absolute and relative spectral 
calibration shifts were estimated. Preliminary 
results show the absolute spectral shifts for all 
three bands are within 6 ppm since the first light 
observation.  

4. On-orbit GEO accuracy is within requirements.
5. NOAA STAR NUCAPS team has performed an 

initial assessment of the . High quality NOAA-
21 NUCAPS EDR products were generated 
using NOAA-21 CrIS SDR data. No additional 
tuning was needed for the NUCAPS algorithm.

NOAA-21 VIIRS First Light Images VIIRS SDR On-orbit Performance

1. Earth observations from 
NOAA-21 VIIRS started on 
Dec 5, 2022 with the first 
granule acquired at 17:33 
UTC

2. NOAA-21 VIIRS First Light 
Images: VIS/NIR Bands 
(Upper), Dec 5, 2022 ---
NOAA-21 VIIRS first light true 
color global image (RGB: M5, 
M4, M3) from Dec. 5 and Dec. 
6, 2022

3. NOAA-21 VIIRS First Light 
Images: TEB (Middle, M15 
Band) & DNB (Bottom), Feb 
9, 2023

4. NOAA-21 VIIRS S/MWIR and 
LWIR bands CFPA (I3 to I5 
and M8 to M16) reached 
operating temperature (82K) 
around 18:45 UTC on Feb. 
10, 2023

5. NOAA-21 VIIRS DNB images 
have been produced since 
February 9, 2023; DNB 
detectors reached operating 
temperature around 14:00  
UTC on Feb 9, 2023

Mission Unique Products (from IDPS) Enterprise Products (from NDE/NCCF)

Algorithm Refinements/Updates for JPSS-2 (NOAA-21) 

VIIRS SDR Cal/Val: NOAA-21 VIIRS SDR has achieved beta maturity since Feb. 11, 2023 (specifically:  Feb. 10, 2023, 18:45 UTC, orbit 1313)
STAR VIIRS SDR team started NOAA-21 Monthly DNB (Day-Night-Band) Offsets and Gains Fast-Track LUT (Look Up Table) updates delivery in Feb, 2023.

The first post-launch NOAA-21 DNB LUT updates DAP (Delivery Algorithm Package) was delivered on Mar 2, 2023 (#002, based on analysis of FEBRUARY 20, 2023 new moon data)

• (U) RSB SNR at Ltyp (N21/N20/NPP)
• (M) TEB NEDT at Ttyp (N21/N20/NPP)
• (B) DNB SNR at Lmin (NOAA-21)

NOAA-21 VIIRS Snowmelt RGB (M10, M8, M5)
Northern US Plains Snow, 20230209
Cyan - indicate newer or drier snow

Dark Blues - indicate wetter or older snow

Planned algorithm updates/enhancements before JPSS-2 launch:
• Add terrain correction to the VIIRS Imagery EDRs -- Implemented in IDPS B2.2 Mx0
• Add VIIRS Imagery EDRs for all 16 M bands -- Implemented in IDPS B2.3 Mx4
• High resolution OMPS SDR implementation (10km x 12km) for J2 OMPS NM -- Implemented in IDPS B2.3 Mx4
• Remove VIIRS SnowIce and QST tile dependency for OMPS SDR -- Implemented in IDPS B2.2 Mx1
• J2-ready Algorithm & PCT/LUTs updates based on the pre-launch proxy/simulated/real J2 test data sets (Initial & Final DAP deliveries. The goal is to have all DAPs integrated and ready for the first J2 end-to-end 

JCT test event (JCT-3) testing in both IDPS & NDE)
All J2-ready initial/final DAPs have been delivered and implemented in IDPS (OPS) & NDE (I&T), which helps STAR science teams to analysis J2 (NOAA-21) algorithms on-orbit performance (J2 Cal/Val)
Below is the summary table of these DAPs changes/updates details

Potential Benefits of 3 JPSS Satellites

NOAA-21 True Color Imagery
Tropical Cyclone Freddy (Indian Ocean), 20230215

Left: Band M15 observations (11~15 Feb 2023) of Cyclone Gabrielle over New Zealand, 
acquired by VIIRS sensors onboard NOAA-21, NOAA-20, and S-NPP satellites, respectively

NOAA-21 VIIRS Day Fire RGB (I4, I2, I1)
Chile WIldfires, 20230209

NOAA-21 OMPS First Light Images NOAA-21 OMPS First Light Image on 02/18/2023: Tropical Storm in the Indian Ocean

NOAA-21 @Nadir: 12x10 km2 NOAA-20 @Nadir: 50x17 km2 S-NPP @Nadir: 50x50 km2OMPS Total Ozone, 17 Feb, 2023

Both SNPP and NOAA-20 OMPS NM only 
observed coarse structure 

NOAA21 OMPS NM captured fine 
structures of the cyclone including cyclone 
eye (70°E, 16°S) in the center

OMPS Nadir Profiler, Radiance, 307.5nm, 18 Feb, 2023OMPS Nadir Mapper, Radiance, 360.8 nm, 18 Feb, 2023

Right (the Tropical Storm example): The NOAA-21 OMPS NM demonstrates a much-improved capability in capturing severe weather events 
due to its higher spatial resolution (around 7 times as NOAA-20 and 20 times as SNPP)

STAR OMPS SDR team started NOAA-21 Weekly Dark Fast-Track LUT (Look Up Table) updates delivery since 02/13/2023, for both OMPS NM and OMPS NP. The first post-launch OMPS Dark LUT updates were delivered on Jan 26, 2023 (#003)

Evaluate data products performance and characterize 
accuracy across a variety of conditions (Environmental, 
Observing Geometry, time scales)
• Pre-launch Cal/Val

– Simulation and Proxy data
– TVAC data
– PCT/LUTs and algorithms updates based on the 

pre-launch test data sets
• Early on-Orbit Checkout (EOC)

– Antenna patterns, Spectral response functions
– Changes since pre-launch
– Parameter trending, Functional evaluation for 

nominal and special sensor configurations
– Optimal space-views, look-up-tables/process-

control-table (LUTs/PCT)
• Intensive Cal/Val (ICV)

– Quantitative determination of accuracy, precision, 
uncertainty

– Operational variability, impacts on downstream 
applications, impacts of upstream processing

– User interactions/feedback and enterprise product 
performance and completeness

• Long Term Monitoring (LTM)
– Automated tools/trending
– Deep-dive investigations
– Monitor sensor degradations/recalibrate

• Algorithm Refinements
• Reprocessing Each maturity stage represents an improvement in science quality

Calibration and Validation Process/Activities

• All NOAA-21 Products will reach the Beta Maturity by May-2024; Provisional Maturity by Jul-
2024; and Validated Maturity by Jul-2025

• Number of products reach B/P/V (Beta/Provisional/Validated) in each Fiscal Year (FY):
o FY23: B (52)  P (10)  V (5)
o FY24: B (3)   P (45)  V (32)
o FY25: B (0)   P (0)   V (18)

What would be values and benefits for the products to keep three JPSS satellites on orbit (NOAA-21 NOAA-20, and SNPP)?• Increased revisit frequency; Benefit most for observations of transient phenomena (such as fire, glint, BRDF)• More opportunities for cloud free observations• Further improve accuracy and consistency  

Revisit Time Comparison with Two and Three-Satellite Constellation

John Eyre (Met Office, UK), “Infra-red sounding in NWP at the Met Office:
Experience and suggestions for future systems”, NOAA Infrared Sounder
Workshop, December 6, 2021

3 IASI
2 CrIS
1 AIRS

• IR Sounders have shown to be the most impactful 
observations for NWP at ECMWF and Met Office.

• The addition of a 3rd IR sounder is expected to enhanced the 
sensing of the  Earth’s atmosphere dynamics due to 
improved spatial and temporal coverages.  

• The information is not saturated with 2; the 3rd satellite has 
shown to provide significant additional forecast impact.

• The very large majority of NWP impact comes from the LW 
band.  One option is to have S-NPP in the current LW+SW 
configuration to realize these benefits. Then, perform 
additional experiments (for example deriving wind 
information) utilizing MW and SW data using the existing 
NOAA-20, NOAA-21, along with Aqua, MetOp and GOES data.

• Study other orbit configurations to explore the benefits in 
terms of spatial/temporal coverage and reduce correlation 
between sensor observations.

Date Version Updates/Changes Date Version Updates/Changes
ATMS TDR/SDR 02/05/21 v001  (J2: PCT only, ADR9393/CCR5198) initial J02 PCT:

    ATMS-SDR-CC_j02, for both SIDE-A and SIDE-B
09/14/22 v004 ADR10041/CCR6126, JPSS-2 ATMS Post TVAC Sensor Mounting Matrix PCT Update

    ATMS-SDR-CC_j02, for both SIDE-A and SIDE-B
CrIS SDR 02/08/21  (J2: PCT only, ADR9415/CCR5213) initial J02 LUTs/PCT:

    CrIS-FS-SDR-CC_j02
    CrIS-FS-SDR-DQTT_j02
    CrIS-FS-SDR-FILL-PACKET-LUT_j02

09/13/22 ADR10042/CCR6127, JPSS-2 CrIS Post TVAC Sensor Mounting Matrix PCT Update
    CrIS-FS-SDR-CC_j02

VIIRS SDR 02/10/21 v001  (J2: LUTs only, ADR8821/CCR5114) 44 initial J02 LUTs:
    CMNGEO-PARAM-LUT_j02
    CmnGeo-SAA-AC_j02
    VIIRS-RSBAUTOCAL-BRDF-SCREEN-TRANSMISSION-PRODUCT-RTA-VIEW-LUT_j02
    

09/07/22 v003 ADR8823/CCR6123, JPSS-2 VIIRS Mounting Matrix in Geo LUTs Update
    VIIRS-SDR-GEO-IMG-PARAM-V2-LUT_j02
    VIIRS-SDR-GEO-MOD-PARAM-V2-LUT_j02
    VIIRS-SDR-GEO-DNB-PARAM-V2-LUT_j02

OMPS SDR 03/10/21 v001  (J2: code & LUTs, ADR9095/9501, CCR 5172) Updates/Changes:
1. Code update for high resolution OMPS-TC SDR (177 CT and 30 AT for J2 OMPS NM)
    30 updated program files; 1 new program file; 12 updated LUTs
2  I iti l J02 LUT  (30  LUT )

09/16/22 v003 ADR10044/CCR6135, JPSS-2 OMPS Mounting Matrix Coefficients update
    OMPS-NP-SDR-CC_j02
    OMPS-TC-SDR-CC_j02

VIIRS Cloud Mask (ECM) 04/01/21 05/17/22 v3r2 Updated to Mode 2. New LUTs and Code logic
New dependancy on Day/Night Band (lunar reflectance, lunar angles)  (can still run 
if DNB is missing by setting DNB_MISSING=true in script)
Minor updates to metadata configuration regarding sensor identifiers/wavelengths 

Cloud Phase/Type 04/01/21 05/17/22 v3r2 No code updates
Cloud Base Height (CBH) 04/01/21 05/17/22 v3r2 No code updates
Cloud Height (CTH, CTP, CTT) 04/01/21 05/17/22 v3r2 Breaks up the main science code into modules and has updated science in the code. 

Also includes previously updated inc for winds. Adds new inputs retrieved from 
cloud mask (ECM ice and water probabilities).  Adds a bug fix related to the DQF 
and modifies the acha_parameters.inc include file.

Cloud Cover Layer (CCL) 04/01/21 05/17/22 v3r2 Added capability for Convective Cloud Probability & Supercooled Water at 5 flight 
layers
New dependency on LFC, freezing level (within NWP module)

DCOMP 04/01/21 05/17/22 v3r2 New N21 LUTs
Adds new Nighttime Lunar COMP module to calculate microphysical properties 
during nighttime granules and when lunar reflectances are valid (moon is shining 
over the surface)
Changed Max Solar Zenith from 75 to 82

               NCOMP 04/01/21 05/17/22 v3r2 No code updates
Aerosol Optical Depth and 
Aerosol Particle Size (AOD)

04/01/21 05/17/22 v3r2 Changed to use 17 class Surface Type rather than 14 class Surface Type
Changed enumerated surface types in AER_Const.h
Changed all other files to use the 17 class surface types as defined in AER_Const.h
Changed valid range of QCPath from 0-31 to 0-127
Updated Science version to 1.3.0 from 1.2.0

Aerosol Detection (ADP) 04/01/21 05/17/22 v3r2 Added J2 support, updated coefficients in algorithm configuration.  Added fix 
required because of changes to the cloud mask packed flag
Handful of lines changed in eps_adp.cpp, eps_adp_input_data.cpp

Volcanic Ash Volcanic Ash 04/01/21 05/17/22 v3r2 No code updates
Ice Surface Temperature and 
Ice Concentration

04/01/21 05/17/22 v3r2 Script updated to handle new AMSR2 Ice Concentration input and set 
ENV_MISSING_AMSR2_ICE variable when file is not present (Fallback option: if no 
inputs are available more recently than 1 week, an environment variable is set 
(ENV_MISSING_AMSR2_ICE) and the algorithm will run as normal without the 
AMSR2 ice concentration input)
                  Sea Ice Thickness/Age 04/01/21 05/17/22 v3r2 Several parameters/constants updated.  Science code version updated to v4.0
Doxygen headers added for all files.  Julian day adjustment code was modified in 
AITA_SUBROUTIN_varadj_date_latlon.f90.  Parameter values updated in 
IceThkAgeConstants.f90

Binary Snow Cover 04/01/21 05/17/22 v3r2
Fractional Snow Cover 04/01/21 05/17/22 v3r2

VPW VIIRS Polar Winds 04/01/21 05/17/22 v3r2 Removes solar zenith cutoff for polar winds to address an issue where good quality 
winds targets were being filtered out
Adds code to use the DQF from cloud height

Land Surface Temperature 04/01/21 05/17/22 v3r2 Added the lst uncertainty estimation module into the L2 VIIRS LST science code. 
lst_uncertainty_module.f90
Changes configuration file format from nc to ascii
New LUTS for J1, J2 and NPP

     Land Surface Albedo 04/01/21 05/17/22 v3r2 Ancillary data update.
    NAN values in the previous NPP and J01 LUTs are filled
    The latest J02 VIIRS SRFs were considered in the improved J02 LUTs

Active Fires (I-Band) 06/24/20 v1r0 Scientific Changes:
    N/A
Code Changes:
    Included some script level updates to account for J02 data

03/17/22 v1r1 Scientific Changes:
    The primary science upgrade is that the J02 platform now uses a different fire 
radiative constant from NPP and J01.  Other upgrades are all cosmetic or clerical in 
nature.

 Land Surface Reflectance 04/19/21 v1r2 The code is now able to handle J02 granule data
The algorithm now accounts for missing data in the I3 band for J01, which had 
previously affected 1.5% of I3 band pixels.
The algorithm previously misclassified NDE aerosol products as a lower level than 
expected. The thresholds between aerosol flag levels have been adjusted to 
account for this.

10/07/21
02/02/22 (patch)

v1r2 List of Code Changes:
    Removed the \0 characters from meta files
    Changed NDE GFS file pattern in config_files/preinput_template.cnf
    Reverted the day_night_data_flag from 0/1/2 back to "night"/"day"/"bo

Green Vegetation Fraction 04/19/21 03/29/22

Vegetation Index (VI) 04/19/21 03/29/22

Vegetation Health (VH) Combined Initial & Final DAP 12/20/21 v2r02 Scientific Changes:
    Code updates to support NOAA-21
    Added ancillary data and control files for NOAA-21

 SST Sea Surface Temperature 09/16/21 v2.80 Can process J2
Two new functionalities added: data fusion & thermal fronts
This package implements updates to the VIIRS ACSPO v2.80 code to reduce the 
filesizes of the products

v2.80 Combined Initial & Final DAP
12/15/21 SPSRB documentations (EUM & SMM) delivered to NDE/OSPO
4/26/2022 patch DAP delivery to NDE: This patch resolves the issue of processing 
ACSPO SST for VIIRS over the Great Lakes region

NUCAPS NUCAPS Products 02/26/21
04/13/21

v3r0
v3r1

02/26/21 (v3r0):
Scientific Changes:
    Makes NOAA's system compatible with running ClimCaps, but the impact to 
NOAA is that it now flags super saturations over 110% as failed. It also updates a 
few obsolete ispare/rspare values to contain new values for max relative humidity.
    Updated the regressions.
    Added a new CO2 climatology file and code to read it.
    Added in the MiRS ECMWF climatology for the microwave-only run.
    Added in CH4 quality control it only impacts a single ispare value.

04/08/22 DAP v4r0
Algo v3r0

Scientific Changes: None
Code Changes:
    Compiling the code now uses the ASSISTT build scripts.

MiRS MiRS Products 05/18/21 03/31/22

SFR Snow Fall Rate (SFR) 05/18/21 03/31/22

OMPS Ozone EDR: V8TOz 05/27/21 V8TOz (v4r2)
V8TOS (v5r0)

08/19/21: Patch DAP for for V8TOZ v3r1
    Modified scripts and the python converter script to make v3r1 V8TOZ work with 
SDRs and Geolocation files generated by IDPS Block2.3 Mx4

02/03/22 V8TOz (v4r2)
V8TOS (v5r0)

Scientific Changes:
V8TOZ:
    1) Added process of medium/high resolution OMPS J02 retrievals in the NOAA 
operational V8TOz package. At present, the LUTs for J02 are the same as J01 which 
will be updated when real OMPS J02 SDR data are available. The soft-calibrations 
for J02 are set to zero for future updating.
    2) The retrieval algorithm is switched from using narrow bandpass (original) 
radiance/irradiance to using broader bandpass for the six longest channel 
wavelengths, and the LUTs for both SNPP and N20 are updated in accordance with 
this bandpass switch.
               OMPS Ozone EDR: V8Pro 12/31/20

08/04/21 patch
v4r1 12/31/20 Main updates:

    Modified scripts and codes to add option for running J02 for V8Pro algorithm, 
added required tables and ancillary files for J02.
    Replaced old RT tables and triangular slit internal bandpass models with new RT 
tables and new higher-fidelity models.
    Updated soft-calibration for aerosol channel of S-NPP retrievals and make the 
averaged AI at Equatorial Pacific equal to zero. Set soft-calibrations for both N20 
and J02 to be zero for later adjustments.
08/04/21: Patch DAP for OMPS NP, to address issue with scripts. Also includes 
update to valid range for variables in output files

07/08/22 v4r2 1.  Modified scripts and codes for adding more source info into the metadata, so 
that science team can track down the reason for the differences in the retrievals 
between science team, ASSISTT/T4 team, NDE and OSPO.
2.  Updated soft-calibration adjustments for both S-NPP and N20 (Set J02 soft-
calibrations to be zero for later adjustments) with new generated LUTs, which using 
interpolated bandpasses plus weight instead of using weight-only bandpasses.
New tables for as-interpolated channels and soft calibration adjustments to force 
agreement for S-NPP V8Pro with NOAA-19 SBUV/2 SBUV/2 and for NOAA-20 V8Pro 
with S-NPP.

BUFR TK Reformatting Toolkit to NDE 03/31/21 v5.0 Scientific Changes: None
Code Changes:
  Implemented data screening with Eclipse Flag for V8TOZ;
  Updated the Toolkit for J2 readiness;
  Updated for (both GOES-R and Enterprise) Winds BUFR to encode HOCT, Common 
QI w/o FC and G17 LHP mitigation flags; Removed brightness temperatures from 
the VIIRS-GHRSST BUFR.

05/25/22 v5.2 Scientific Changes:
  Added ASCAT L1B/L2 BUFR capabilities;
  Added ASCAT regional AWIPS BUFR capabilities;
  Added AUTOSNOW GRIB2 capability;
  Updated ecCodes library to version 2.22.1
Code Changes:
  Rewrite of BUFR docker start and  driver script.

OMPS EDR

Land

NVPS v2r1 J02 support/test
3 major improvements while producing VIs:
    reduced operations time from 7+ to 3 hours
    redesigned quality flags with 13 rankings
    more reasonable view sun zenith and view zenith angles at some aggregated 
grids

*** NDE didn't integrate this version ***

NVPS v2r2 Scientific Changes :
    J02 support/test
    VI (v2r2): 3 major improvements:
        reduced operations time from 7+ to 3 hours
        redesigned quality flags with 13 rankings
        more reasonable view sun zenith and view zenith angles at some aggregated 
grids
    GVF (v3r0):
        Input for GVF is now IP from the VI process (VI-SR files).

d  h

v11.6 Scientific Changes:
    Extension of MiRS preliminary full processing capability to JPSS-2 (NOAA-21). This 
is a pre-launch capability, which will be updated once real data are received after 
launch. Radiometric bias corrections are identical to those for NOAA-20.
    Updates to the SFR algorithm software including (1) updates to source code to 
make package more fully modular and consistent with MiRS interfaces, and (2) 
updates to static coefficient files leading to improved SFR estimates.
    Modification to the retrieval approach of cloud liquid water, resulting in 
reduction of false alarms of light rainfall over land.
Code Changes:
    Updates to output netCDF file global attributes metadata to bring into better 
compliance with NDE guidelines and CF conventions. This includes extracting orbit 
information for all satellites (except DMSP and Megha-Tropiques).
    Updates to the stand-alone GFS ungrib software (needed for snowfall rate 

v11.8 Scientific Changes:
    Updates to the snowfall rate (SFR) algorithm software including (1) final version 
ready for JPSS-2 processing, (2) machine learning based snowfall detection 
algorithms for NOAA-20 and SNPP, (3) new radiometric bias corrections for  NOAA-
20, S-NPP, NOAA-19, Metop-A, Metop-B, and Metop-C, (4) cloud temperature 
initialization for NOAA-20, S-NPP, NOAA-19, Metop-A, Metop-B, and Metop-C, (5) 
machine learning ice water path initialization for NOAA-20, S-NPP, NOAA-19, 
Metop-A, Metop-B, and Metop-C over CONUS, and (6) machine learning SFR bias 
correction for NOAA-20, S-NPP, NOAA-19, Metop-A, Metop-B, and Metop-C over 
CONUS.
     Integration of an additional option for the radiometric bias correction for S-NPP 
and NOAA-20. The new option is a dynamic bias correction which uses a machine 
learning approach to compute a unique bias correction for each individual scene 
based on its radiometric and geophysical characteristics.

Team Product Initial DAP (include NPP/N20 updates) Final DAP (include NPP/N20 updates)

SDR

Clouds V3r0 Scientific Changes:
    Quarter degree GFS is now used instead of half degree.
    CMC SST is now used in place of OISST.
    VIIRS surface type is now used in place of AVHRR surface type.
    The NWP_GFS unit now outputs two files. The GRID file contains outputs in the 
NWP_GFS gridded domain, whereas the INTP file outputs the variables in the 
satellite pixel domain.
Code Changes:
    Preliminary J2 support
    This version of the DAP uses a new version of the Algorithm Services Framework 
as its main executable.
    wgrib, wgrib2, and Perl are no longer needed.
    SDR data is now input as HDF5 files. The previous step of gapfilling and converting 
SDR data to netCDF is no longer used.
    Python driver scripts have been rewritten to work with the new version of the 
Framework.
    RR algorithms are now run using a single driver script, run_jpssrr.py. Individual 
algorithm selection and output is now configured by the PCF.
    RR algorithms are intended run as one unit, but they may be broken up to meet 
latency requirements on certain products.
    Keys for static ancillary data have been simplified to listing the root directory 
instead of listing each ancillary file needed by a specific algorithm. It is assumed 
that the internal directory structure of the ancillary data directories are not 
modified.
    Other changes to the PCF keys have been made for all units, see the PCF-PSF 
document for more information.
    Output files for the VIIRS_750M_LAND_MASK_NASA_1KM and NWP_GFS 
algorithms now use the NDE naming format.
    Fixed issues:
        ADP patch from validation
        Winds patch to correct metadata history attribute
        Winds patch to output statistics regarding phase counting
        Satellite metadata fix to day/night and orbit number
        LSA NaN statistics fix
        Snow Mask IMS/SSMI previous day bug fix
        Adds NWP_GFS and Land Mask operational filename capability
        Reverts Winds Last image usage
        Enables SAT_VIIRS operational filename capability
        Renames SpaStdDev to SpaStddev in AOD to support BUFR Toolkit
        Adds Check to Solar Zenith Angle for Ice Age/Thickness
        Fixes log typo for SFC_TYPE_VIIRS_1KM
    Fixed issues identified from the OSPO SCR:
        Fixes possible buffer overflows in C++
        Lack of header/prologue
        Remove leading tabs
        Fix non-standard header files
        Fixes pointer usage
        Initialization
        Pointer casting
        Byte Size usage

Aerosol

Cryosphere

lihang.zhou@noaa.gov


Updates

		Team		Product		Initial DAP (include NPP/N20 updates)						Final DAP (include NPP/N20 updates)

						Date		Version		Updates/Changes		Date		Version		Updates/Changes		Date		Version		Updates/Changes

		SDR		ATMS TDR/SDR		02/05/21		v001		 (J2: PCT only, ADR9393/CCR5198) initial J02 PCT:
    ATMS-SDR-CC_j02, for both SIDE‐A and SIDE‐B		09/14/22		v004		ADR10041/CCR6126, JPSS-2 ATMS Post TVAC Sensor Mounting Matrix PCT Update
    ATMS-SDR-CC_j02, for both SIDE-A and SIDE-B		03/08/22				ADR8814/CCR5909 J2 ATMS PCT update update with Pre-Dynamic alignment report
    ATMS‐SDR‐CC_j02 (for both SIDE‐A and SIDE‐B)

				CrIS SDR		02/08/21				 (J2: PCT only, ADR9415/CCR5213) initial J02 LUTs/PCT:
    CrIS-FS-SDR-CC_j02
    CrIS-FS-SDR-DQTT_j02
    CrIS-FS-SDR-FILL-PACKET-LUT_j02		09/13/22				ADR10042/CCR6127, JPSS-2 CrIS Post TVAC Sensor Mounting Matrix PCT Update
    CrIS-FS-SDR-CC_j02		03/11/22				ADR8762/CCR5910 J2 CrIS PCT update with Pre-Dynamic alignment report
    CrIS-FS-SDR-CC_j02

				VIIRS SDR		02/10/21		v001		 (J2: LUTs only, ADR8821/CCR5114) 44 initial J02 LUTs:
    CMNGEO-PARAM-LUT_j02
    CmnGeo-SAA-AC_j02
    VIIRS-RSBAUTOCAL-BRDF-SCREEN-TRANSMISSION-PRODUCT-RTA-VIEW-LUT_j02
    VIIRS-RSBAUTOCAL-BRDF-SCREEN-TRANSMISSION-PRODUCT-SDSM-VIEW-LUT_j02
    VIIRS-RSBAUTOCAL-DNB-DARK-SIGNAL-AUTOMATE-LUT_j02
    VIIRS-RSBAUTOCAL-DNB-GAIN-RATIOS-AUTOMATE-LUT_j02
    VIIRS-RSBAUTOCAL-DNB-LGS-GAIN-AUTOMATE-LUT_j02
    VIIRS-RSBAUTOCAL-DNB-MOON-ILLUMINATION-LUT_j02
    VIIRS-RSBAUTOCAL-H-AUTOMATE-LUT_j02
    VIIRS-RSBAUTOCAL-H-LUT_j02
    VIIRS-RSBAUTOCAL-ROT-MATRIX-LUT_j02
    VIIRS-RSBAUTOCAL-RSB-F-AUTOMATE-LUT_j02
    VIIRS-RSBAUTOCAL-RVF-LUT_j02
    VIIRS-RSBAUTOCAL-SDSM-SOLAR-SCREEN-TRANS-LUT_j02
    VIIRS-RSBAUTOCAL-SDSM-TIME-LUT_j02
    VIIRS-RSBAUTOCAL-VOLT-LUT_j02
    VIIRS-SDR-BB-TEMP-COEFFS-LUT_j02
    VIIRS-SDR-CAL-AUTOMATE-LUT_j02
    VIIRS-SDR-DELTA-C-LUT_j02
    VIIRS-SDR-DG-ANOMALY-DN-LIMITS-LUT_j02
    VIIRS-SDR-DNB-DN0-LUT_j02
    VIIRS-SDR-DNB-FRAME-TO-ZONE-LUT_j02
    VIIRS-SDR-DNB-GAIN-RATIOS-LUT_j02
    VIIRS-SDR-DNB-LGS-GAINS-LUT_j02
    VIIRS-SDR-DNB-RVF-LUT_j02
    VIIRS-SDR-DNB-STRAY-LIGHT-CORRECTION-LUT_j02
    VIIRS-SDR-EBBT-LUT_j02
    VIIRS-SDR-EMISSIVE-V2-LUT_j02
    VIIRS-SDR-F-PREDICTED-LUT_j02
    VIIRS-SDR-GEO-DNB-PARAM-V2-LUT_j02
    VIIRS-SDR-GEO-IMG-PARAM-V2-LUT_j02
    VIIRS-SDR-GEO-MOD-PARAM-V2-LUT_j02
    VIIRS-SDR-HAM-ER-LUT_j02
    VIIRS-SDR-OBC-ER-LUT_j02
    VIIRS-SDR-OBC-RR-LUT_j02
    VIIRS-SDR-OBS-TO-PIXELS-LUT_j02
    VIIRS-SDR-QA-V2-LUT_j02
    VIIRS-SDR-RADIOMETRIC-PARAM-V4-LUT_j02
    VIIRS-SDR-REFLECTIVE-LUT_j02
    VIIRS-SDR-RELATIVE-SPECTRAL-RESPONSE-LUT_j02
    VIIRS-SDR-RTA-ER-LUT_j02
    VIIRS-SDR-RVF-LUT_j02
    VIIRS-SDR-SOLAR-IRAD-LUT_j02
    VIIRS-SDR-TELE-COEFFS-LUT_j02		09/07/22		v003		ADR8823/CCR6123, JPSS-2 VIIRS Mounting Matrix in Geo LUTs Update
    VIIRS-SDR-GEO-IMG-PARAM-V2-LUT_j02
    VIIRS-SDR-GEO-MOD-PARAM-V2-LUT_j02
    VIIRS-SDR-GEO-DNB-PARAM-V2-LUT_j02		02/24/22				ADR8822/CCR5512 Launch-Ready JPSS-2 VIIRS SDR LUTs Update (with Mounting Matrix coefficients updates, based on the Pre-Dynamic alignment report)
    VIIRS-SDR-DELTA-C-LUT_j02
    VIIRS-SDR-DNB-LGS-GAINS-LUT_j02
    VIIRS-SDR-DNB-STRAY-LIGHT-CORRECTION-LUT_j02
    VIIRS-SDR-GEO-DNB-PARAM-V2-LUT_j02
    VIIRS-SDR-GEO-IMG-PARAM-V2-LUT_j02
    VIIRS-SDR-GEO-MOD-PARAM-V2-LUT_j02

				OMPS SDR		03/10/21		v001		 (J2: code & LUTs, ADR9095/9501, CCR 5172) Updates/Changes:
1. Code update for high resolution OMPS-TC SDR (177 CT and 30 AT for J2 OMPS NM)
    30 updated program files; 1 new program file; 12 updated LUTs
2. Initial J02 LUTs (30 new LUTs):
    CMNGEO-PARAM-LUT_j02
    CmnGeo-SAA-AC_j02
    OMPS-SURFTYPE-LUT_j02
    OMPS-TBL-VERS-GND-PI_j02
    OMPS-NP-BIAS-GND-PI_j02
    OMPS-NP-CALCONST-LUT_j02
    OMPS-NP-CF-EARTH-GND-PI_j02
    OMPS-NP-DARKS-GND-PI_j02
    OMPS-NP-EV-SAMPLE-GND-PI_j02
    OMPS-NP-FAM-LUT_j02
    OMPS-NP-MACROTABLE-GND-PI_j02
    OMPS-NP-OSOL-LUT_j02
    OMPS-NP-SAA-DARKS-GND-PI_j02
    OMPS-NP-SDR-CC_j02
    OMPS-NP-STRAYLIGHT-LUT_j02
    OMPS-NP-TIMING-PATTERN-GND-PI_j02
    OMPS-NP-WAVELENGTH-GND-PI_j02
    OMPS-TC-BIAS-GND-PI_j02
    OMPS-TC-CALCONST-LUT_j02
    OMPS-TC-CF-EARTH-GND-PI_j02
    OMPS-TC-DARKS-GND-PI_j02
    OMPS-TC-EV-SAMPLE-GND-PI_j02
    OMPS-TC-FAM-LUT_j02
    OMPS-TC-MACROTABLE-GND-PI_j02
    OMPS-TC-OSOL-LUT_j02
    OMPS-TC-SAA-DARKS-GND-PI_j02
    OMPS-TC-SDR-CC_j02
    OMPS-TC-STRAYLIGHT-LUT_j02
    OMPS-TC-TIMING-PATTERN-GND-PI_j02
    OMPS-TC-WAVELENGTH-GND-PI_j02		09/16/22		v003		ADR10044/CCR6135, JPSS-2 OMPS Mounting Matrix Coefficients update
    OMPS-NP-SDR-CC_j02
    OMPS-TC-SDR-CC_j02		03/08/22 (ADR9905/CCR5513)

03/22/22 (ADR9908/CCR5926)				ADR9905/CCR5513 J2 OMPS Mounting Matrix Updates (pre-dynamic)
    OMPS-TC-SDR-CC_j02
    OMPS-NP-SDR-CC_j02

ADR9908/CCR5926 OMPS J02 Nadir Version Table Update N_TIM_PAT_VER Value (an update to the Nadir Version Table for OMPS-TBL-VERS-GND-PI_j02 is required to account for RDR from the redundant side of the instrument)
    OMPS-TBL-VERS-GND-PI_j02

		Imagery		VIIRS Imagery

		Clouds		VIIRS Cloud Mask (ECM)		04/01/21		V3r0		Scientific Changes:
    Quarter degree GFS is now used instead of half degree.
    CMC SST is now used in place of OISST.
    VIIRS surface type is now used in place of AVHRR surface type.
    The NWP_GFS unit now outputs two files. The GRID file contains outputs in the NWP_GFS gridded domain, whereas the INTP file outputs the variables in the satellite pixel domain.
Code Changes:
    Preliminary J2 support
    This version of the DAP uses a new version of the Algorithm Services Framework as its main executable.
    wgrib, wgrib2, and Perl are no longer needed.
    SDR data is now input as HDF5 files. The previous step of gapfilling and converting SDR data to netCDF is no longer used.
    Python driver scripts have been rewritten to work with the new version of the Framework.
    RR algorithms are now run using a single driver script, run_jpssrr.py. Individual algorithm selection and output is now configured by the PCF.
    RR algorithms are intended run as one unit, but they may be broken up to meet latency requirements on certain products.
    Keys for static ancillary data have been simplified to listing the root directory instead of listing each ancillary file needed by a specific algorithm. It is assumed that the internal directory structure of the ancillary data directories are not modified.
    Other changes to the PCF keys have been made for all units, see the PCF-PSF document for more information.
    Output files for the VIIRS_750M_LAND_MASK_NASA_1KM and NWP_GFS algorithms now use the NDE naming format.
    Fixed issues:
        ADP patch from validation
        Winds patch to correct metadata history attribute
        Winds patch to output statistics regarding phase counting
        Satellite metadata fix to day/night and orbit number
        LSA NaN statistics fix
        Snow Mask IMS/SSMI previous day bug fix
        Adds NWP_GFS and Land Mask operational filename capability
        Reverts Winds Last image usage
        Enables SAT_VIIRS operational filename capability
        Renames SpaStdDev to SpaStddev in AOD to support BUFR Toolkit
        Adds Check to Solar Zenith Angle for Ice Age/Thickness
        Fixes log typo for SFC_TYPE_VIIRS_1KM
    Fixed issues identified from the OSPO SCR:
        Fixes possible buffer overflows in C++
        Lack of header/prologue
        Remove leading tabs
        Fix non-standard header files
        Fixes pointer usage
        Initialization
        Pointer casting
        Byte Size usage
        Possible memory leaks
        Data type usage		05/17/22		v3r2		Updated to Mode 2. New LUTs and Code logic
New dependancy on Day/Night Band (lunar reflectance, lunar angles)  (can still run if DNB is missing by setting DNB_MISSING=true in script)
Minor updates to metadata configuration regarding sensor identifiers/wavelengths used

				Cloud Phase/Type		04/01/21						05/17/22		v3r2		No code updates

				Cloud Base Height (CBH)		04/01/21						05/17/22		v3r2		No code updates

				Cloud Height (CTH, CTP, CTT)		04/01/21						05/17/22		v3r2		Breaks up the main science code into modules and has updated science in the code. Also includes previously updated inc for winds. Adds new inputs retrieved from cloud mask (ECM ice and water probabilities).  Adds a bug fix related to the DQF and modifies the acha_parameters.inc include file.

				Cloud Cover Layer (CCL)		04/01/21						05/17/22		v3r2		Added capability for Convective Cloud Probability & Supercooled Water at 5 flight layers
New dependency on LFC, freezing level (within NWP module)

				DCOMP		04/01/21						05/17/22		v3r2		New N21 LUTs
Adds new Nighttime Lunar COMP module to calculate microphysical properties during nighttime granules and when lunar reflectances are valid (moon is shining over the surface)
Changed Max Solar Zenith from 75 to 82
New requirement for DNB channel vars (can still run if DNB is missing by setting DNB_MISSING=true in script). Script updated to handle new DNB channel requirement
Changes Mode from 4 to 5. Mode 5 is the same as mode 4 but with the addition of DNB channel.
Minor updates to metadata configuration regarding sensor identifiers/wavelengths used

				NCOMP		04/01/21						05/17/22		v3r2		No code updates

		Aerosol		Aerosol Optical Depth and Aerosol Particle Size (AOD)		04/01/21						05/17/22		v3r2		Changed to use 17 class Surface Type rather than 14 class Surface Type
Changed enumerated surface types in AER_Const.h
Changed all other files to use the 17 class surface types as defined in AER_Const.h
Changed valid range of QCPath from 0-31 to 0-127
Updated Science version to 1.3.0 from 1.2.0

				Aerosol Detection (ADP)		04/01/21						05/17/22		v3r2		Added J2 support, updated coefficients in algorithm configuration.  Added fix required because of changes to the cloud mask packed flag
Handful of lines changed in eps_adp.cpp, eps_adp_input_data.cpp

		Volcanic Ash		Volcanic Ash		04/01/21						05/17/22		v3r2		No code updates

		Cryosphere		Ice Surface Temperature and Ice Concentration		04/01/21						05/17/22		v3r2		Script updated to handle new AMSR2 Ice Concentration input and set ENV_MISSING_AMSR2_ICE variable when file is not present (Fallback option: if no inputs are available more recently than 1 week, an environment variable is set (ENV_MISSING_AMSR2_ICE) and the algorithm will run as normal without the AMSR2 ice concentration input)
    AMSR2 Ice Concentration needs to be available at VIIRS pixel resolution.  Need to create a reader and interpolate the 10km input data (on EASE-2 grid) to satellite grid.  Used to screen out regions of low ice concentration at night.
    New reader/interpolation algorithm for AMSR2 ice concentration was added (dependency of Ice Concentration enterprise algorithm, only works for VIIRS currently).
AMSR2 environment variables must be added (ENV_AMSR2_INPUT_DIR, ENV_AMSR2_ICECONC_NH_FILENAME (north hemisphere AMSR2 ice conc name, preferable, but optional - reader will find most recent file), ENV_AMSR2_ICECONC_SH_FILENAME (same but for southern hemisphere file).


				Sea Ice Thickness/Age		04/01/21						05/17/22		v3r2		Several parameters/constants updated.  Science code version updated to v4.0
Doxygen headers added for all files.  Julian day adjustment code was modified in AITA_SUBROUTIN_varadj_date_latlon.f90.  Parameter values updated in IceThkAgeConstants.f90

				Binary Snow Cover		04/01/21						05/17/22		v3r2

				Fractional Snow Cover		04/01/21						05/17/22		v3r2

		VPW		VIIRS Polar Winds		04/01/21						05/17/22		v3r2		Removes solar zenith cutoff for polar winds to address an issue where good quality winds targets were being filtered out
Adds code to use the DQF from cloud height

		Land		Land Surface Temperature		04/01/21						05/17/22		v3r2		Added the lst uncertainty estimation module into the L2 VIIRS LST science code. lst_uncertainty_module.f90
Changes configuration file format from nc to ascii
New LUTS for J1, J2 and NPP
Updates in the LST output file:
1) Data layer name update: "VLST" is changed to "LST"; VLST_Quality_Flag is changed to "LST_Quality_Flag"
2) Added a new layer for LST uncertainty with a layer name of "LST_Err"
3) All scale factors and add_offsets for multiple variables including LST, emissivity, sensor view zenith angle, satellite azimuth angle are 
moved from data to the corresponding variable's attributes.
4) The metadata is reduced. The data layer starting with "Pixel" will be removed as the correponding percentage is provided in the metadata.

				Land Surface Albedo		04/01/21						05/17/22		v3r2		Ancillary data update.
    NAN values in the previous NPP and J01 LUTs are filled
    The latest J02 VIIRS SRFs were considered in the improved J02 LUTs

				Active Fires (I-Band)		06/24/20		v1r0		Scientific Changes:
    N/A
Code Changes:
    Included some script level updates to account for J02 data		03/17/22		v1r1		Scientific Changes:
    The primary science upgrade is that the J02 platform now uses a different fire radiative constant from NPP and J01.  Other upgrades are all cosmetic or clerical in nature.
Code Changes:
    The python wrapper code has been re-factored.
    PCF variables have been modified.

				Land Surface Reflectance		04/19/21		v1r2		Scientific Changes:
    The algorithm now accounts for missing data in the I3 band for J01, which had previously affected 1.5% of I3 band pixels.
    The algorithm previously misclassified NDE aerosol products as a lower level than expected. The thresholds between aerosol flag levels have been adjusted to account for this.
Code Changes:
    The code is now able to handle J02 granule data
    The algorithm code now statically compiles		10/07/21
02/02/22 (patch)		v1r2		List of Code Changes:
    Removed the \0 characters from meta files
    Changed NDE GFS file pattern in config_files/preinput_template.cnf
    Reverted the day_night_data_flag from 0/1/2 back to "night"/"day"/"bo

				Green Vegetation Fraction		04/19/21		NVPS v2r1		J02 support/test
3 major improvements while producing VIs:
    reduced operations time from 7+ to 3 hours
    redesigned quality flags with 13 rankings
    more reasonable view sun zenith and view zenith angles at some aggregated grids

*** NDE didn't integrate this version ***		03/29/22		NVPS v2r2		Scientific Changes :
    J02 support/test
    VI (v2r2): 3 major improvements:
        reduced operations time from 7+ to 3 hours
        redesigned quality flags with 13 rankings
        more reasonable view sun zenith and view zenith angles at some aggregated grids
    GVF (v3r0):
        Input for GVF is now IP from the VI process (VI-SR files).
Code Changes:
    Added standard ASSISTT build scripts for installation and compilation for GNU 8.3 compiler update.
    Added new files for VI & GVF:
        dap_version.txt: contains the current DAP version
        add_attributes_{vi/gvf}_template.txt: contains the template for metadata

				Vegetation Index (VI)		04/19/21						03/29/22

				Vegetation Health (VH)						Combined Initial & Final DAP		12/20/21		v2r02		Scientific Changes:
    Code updates to support NOAA-21
    Added ancillary data and control files for NOAA-21
Code Changes:
    Added standard ASSISTT build scripts for installation and compilation
    Code changes to support compilation using GCC 8.3
    Main driver script rewritten in Python

		OCC		Ocean Color								Mar-22 (CW to AIT)
Jan-23 (AIT to Cloud)

		SST		Sea Surface Temperature		09/16/21		v2.80		Can process J2
Two new functionalities added: data fusion & thermal fronts
Code Changes:
    This package implements updates to the VIIRS ACSPO v2.80 code to reduce the filesizes of the products. This involved removal of the BT variables from the GDS2 L2P file and modifications to the type and precision of variables (dt_analysis, lat/lon). Changes have also been made to the L3U code, including a new execution syntax for the l3ugrid executable 
    Production_site is now configurable in the PCF files. New .cfg files are added for L3U processing
    Headers have been added to most of the source code and modifications made to src/libacspo/, src/L3U/, and src/acspo.				v2.80		Combined Initial & Final DAP
12/15/21 SPSRB documentations (EUM & SMM) delivered to NDE/OSPO
4/26/2022 patch DAP delivery to NDE: This patch resolves the issue of processing ACSPO SST for VIIRS over the Great Lakes region

		NUCAPS		NUCAPS Products		02/26/21
04/13/21		v3r0
v3r1		02/26/21 (v3r0):
Scientific Changes:
    Makes NOAA's system compatible with running ClimCaps, but the impact to NOAA is that it now flags super saturations over 110% as failed. It also updates a few obsolete ispare/rspare values to contain new values for max relative humidity.
    Updated the regressions.
    Added a new CO2 climatology file and code to read it.
    Added in the MiRS ECMWF climatology for the microwave-only run.
    Added in CH4 quality control it only impacts a single ispare value.
    Removed the use of ccr_flag, ch4_flag, co2_flag, etc.
    Fixed the super saturation glitch. The rest of the team found two other ways where the super saturation could be affected. The first was the use of Version 5 versus Version 6 in the regression files. Version 5 truncates the maximum relative humidity in the first guess to 125%, while Version 6 truncates it to 100%. The other change was the final RH threshold, which had been set to 110% back in V2.6, but based on negotiation with Tony Reale had been moved to 103%. The final version was to set the version to "6" while setting the final RH threshold to 103%. New CO2 thresholds for quality control.
Code Changes:
    Updated PERL wrapper scripts: HEAP_Preprocessor.pl, HEAP_OLR.pl, HEAP_Clouds.pl, HEAP_Retrieval.pl, HEAP_Subsetter.pl, HEAP_Validation.pl
    Updated FORTRAN code: main_cris_olr.f90, main_iasi_ccr_to_netcdf.f90, main_iasi_olr.f90, main_netcdf_metadata.f90, main_nucaps_ccr_to_netcdf.f90, main_nucaps_l2_to_netcdf.f90, Makefile.netcdf_readwrite_f90
    New FORTRAN code: avh_read_netcdf_RR.f90, main_metopc_iasi_avhrr_col.f90, main_group_avhrr_to_iasi_files_RR.f90, main_avh_proc_RR.f90
    Updated and new CDL/NetCDF template and ancillary files

04/13/21 (v3r1):
Scientific Changes: None
Code Changes:
    Updated PERL wrapper scripts: 
        HEAP_Clouds.pl: Decrease padding value inside of script by 2 seconds (while checking if the files needed by the cloud unit are available). PCF CLOUD_PADDING value stays at 15 seconds
        dap_version.txt: Updated to reflect this patch DAP version number		04/08/22		DAP v4r0
Algo v3r0		Scientific Changes: None
Code Changes:
    Compiling the code now uses the ASSISTT build scripts.

		MiRS		MiRS Products		05/18/21		v11.6		Scientific Changes:
    Extension of MiRS preliminary full processing capability to JPSS-2 (NOAA-21). This is a pre-launch capability, which will be updated once real data are received after launch. Radiometric bias corrections are identical to those for NOAA-20.
    Updates to the SFR algorithm software including (1) updates to source code to make package more fully modular and consistent with MiRS interfaces, and (2) updates to static coefficient files leading to improved SFR estimates.
    Modification to the retrieval approach of cloud liquid water, resulting in reduction of false alarms of light rainfall over land.
Code Changes:
    Updates to output netCDF file global attributes metadata to bring into better compliance with NDE guidelines and CF conventions. This includes extracting orbit information for all satellites (except DMSP and Megha-Tropiques).
    Updates to the stand-alone GFS ungrib software (needed for snowfall rate algorithm).
    Use of STAR data repository (SCDR) filename convention for IMS analysis data files, consistent with operational data streams. The use of IMS data as an option for surface type is currently activated in GPM retrievals.
    Inclusion of NDE-specific driver scripts (SCS) for SNPP, NOAA-20, and JPSS-2 (NOAA-21), as well as several other satellites not covered by this DAP. This anticipates processing of these satellites in the Cloud environment.		03/31/22		v11.8		Scientific Changes:
    Updates to the snowfall rate (SFR) algorithm software including (1) final version ready for JPSS-2 processing, (2) machine learning based snowfall detection algorithms for NOAA-20 and SNPP, (3) new radiometric bias corrections for  NOAA-20, S-NPP, NOAA-19, Metop-A, Metop-B, and Metop-C, (4) cloud temperature initialization for NOAA-20, S-NPP, NOAA-19, Metop-A, Metop-B, and Metop-C, (5) machine learning ice water path initialization for NOAA-20, S-NPP, NOAA-19, Metop-A, Metop-B, and Metop-C over CONUS, and (6) machine learning SFR bias correction for NOAA-20, S-NPP, NOAA-19, Metop-A, Metop-B, and Metop-C over CONUS.
    Update to the tuning files for DMSP F17 and F18 to mitigate precipitation false alarms over coastal regions. The main changes to the tuning files were: (1) double the combined instrument and forward model uncertainty over all surface types, except ocean, and (2) increase the background emissivity uncertainty covariance by a factor of 10.
    Integration of an additional option for the radiometric bias correction for S-NPP and NOAA-20. The new option is a dynamic bias correction which uses a machine learning approach to compute a unique bias correction for each individual scene based on its radiometric and geophysical characteristics. The default option remains as before, the use of a static bias correction. Selection of the bias correction option is determined in the static tuning files located under data/StaticData/TuningData. Separate tuning files with flags set to use the machine learning correction are contained in the package and can be used by simply modifying the PCF to point to these files. (Note: prior to recommending this option for operations, the science team will brief stakeholders at a future date on comparative results to make sure there is consensus on switching to the new option). 

		SFR		Snow Fall Rate (SFR)		05/18/21						03/31/22

		OMPS EDR		OMPS Ozone EDR: V8TOz		05/27/21		V8TOz (v4r2)
V8TOS (v5r0)		05/27/21 V8TOz (v4r2):
Scientific Changes:
    1) Added process of medium/high resolution OMPS J02 retrievals in the NOAA operational V8TOz package. At present, the LUTs for J02 are the same as J01 which will be updated when real OMPS J02 SDR data are available. The soft-calibrations for J02 are set to zero for future updating.
    2) The retrieval algorithm is switched from using narrow bandpass (original) radiance/irradiance to using broader bandpass for the six longest channel wavelengths, and the LUTs for both SNPP and N20 are updated in accordance with this bandpass switch.
    3) New radiance adjustments (soft-calibration) are applied to both OMPS NPP and N20 retrievals, which make retrieved ozone and aerosol index be in agree with each other between NPP and N20, and be consistent with retrievals from previous version.
    4) Added 4 corners geo-location information (LatitudeCorners/LongitudeCorners) in the product outputs.
Code Changes:
    Updated scripts and codes: run_v8toz_star.sh, O3T_omps.f90, O3T_input_class.f90, O3T_output_class.f90, O3T_so2_class.f90
    New added ancillary files: jpss2_corr_big.dat, jpss2DndxLut.dat, jpss2NvalLut.dat
    Updated and renamed ancillary files:
        jpss1_corr_big.dat (old name: jpss_corr_big.dat)
        jpss1DndxLut.dat   (old name: JpssDndxLut.dat)
        jpss1NvalLut.dat   (old name: JpssNvalLut.dat)
        snpp_corr_big.dat  (old name: omps_corr_big.dat)
        snppDndxLut.dat    (old name: PeateDndxLut.dat)
        snppNvalLut.dat    (old name: PeateNvalLut.dat)
05/27/21 V8TOS (v5r0):
Scientific Changes:
    1. main.f90: "CNTRLF" changed to "SCNTRLF", "namelist.nml" changed to "snamelist.nml".
    2. so2_m_noaa.f90: one line is changed to call the subroutine WT_NCDF_V8TOZSO2 with additional arguments CTIME and input V8TOZ file.
    3. netcdf_utility.f90: corrected "wihout data" attribute name to "without_data"
       Also corrected global metadata variables: project, summary, title, date_created, Metadata_Link, source
    4. A new directory POSTPROCESS is added under which we have a new fortran code for the postprocessing of V8SO2 files 
    5. Scripts: In /OPS/scripts: for testing purposes (to test the postprocessing Fortran code)
    6.The input and output directories are organized the way to have a clean path for input data and output data.
Code Changes:
    Updated scripts and codes: run_v8toz_star.sh, main.f90, so2_m_noaa.f90, netcdf_utility.f90, add_metadata_quality_SO2.F90, build_meta_so2.sh, birthday.ksh, build.ksh, definitions.sh, main_run_script.ksh, nde_simultator.ksh, run_add_metatdata_quality_so2.ksh, unique.ksh

*** NDE didn't integrate 5/27/2021 DAP ***

08/19/21: Patch DAP for for V8TOZ v3r1
    Modified scripts and the python converter script to make v3r1 V8TOZ work with SDRs and Geolocation files generated by IDPS Block2.3 Mx4		02/03/22		V8TOz (v4r2)
V8TOS (v5r0)		Scientific Changes:
V8TOZ:
    1) Added process of medium/high resolution OMPS J02 retrievals in the NOAA operational V8TOz package. At present, the LUTs for J02 are the same as J01 which will be updated when real OMPS J02 SDR data are available. The soft-calibrations for J02 are set to zero for future updating.
    2) The retrieval algorithm is switched from using narrow bandpass (original) radiance/irradiance to using broader bandpass for the six longest channel wavelengths, and the LUTs for both SNPP and N20 are updated in accordance with this bandpass switch.
    3) New radiance adjustments (soft-calibration) are applied to both OMPS NPP and N20 retrievals, which make retrieved ozone and aerosol index be in agree with each other between NPP and N20, and be consistent with retrievals from previous version.
    4) O3T_omps.f90 solves the dimension issue when SDR data switches from Mx3 to Mx4. With the updated file,  the OMPS V8TOz_v4r2 will be able to process OMPS S-NPP, N20 and J02 for both Mx3 and Mx4 data, and generate EDR products with corresponding dimensions as  input SDR data.
    5)The creation date of soft-calibration and look-up tables was added to the table filename as timestamp of "yyyymmdd",  and those filenames plus  granule SDR file names were put in the metadata "source" of EDR output file. Those detailed information would be helpful when making comparisons and quick check of the products from different platforms.
    6) Added parameter "pressure" in the product outputs.
    7) Added 4 corners geo-location information (LatitudeCorners/LongitudeCorners) in the product outputs.
V8TOS:
    1) Code updates: variables name change; subroutine with additional arguments; correct attribute name
    2) Corrected global metadata variables
        project, summary, title, date_created, Metadata_Link, source, history_package, history
     3) Added POSTPROCESS directory: new fortran code for the postprocessing of V8SO2 files
Code Changes:
V8TOZ:
    1) Updated scripts and codes
    2) Added/updated/renamed ancillary files
V8TOS:
    Build the code with standard build scripts and GNU 8.3

				OMPS Ozone EDR: V8Pro		12/31/20
08/04/21 patch		v4r1		12/31/20 Main updates:
    Modified scripts and codes to add option for running J02 for V8Pro algorithm, added required tables and ancillary files for J02.
    Replaced old RT tables and triangular slit internal bandpass models with new RT tables and new higher-fidelity models.
    Updated soft-calibration for aerosol channel of S-NPP retrievals and make the averaged AI at Equatorial Pacific equal to zero. Set soft-calibrations for both N20 and J02 to be zero for later adjustments.
08/04/21: Patch DAP for OMPS NP, to address issue with scripts. Also includes update to valid range for variables in output files		07/08/22		v4r2		1.  Modified scripts and codes for adding more source info into the metadata, so that science team can track down the reason for the differences in the retrievals between science team, ASSISTT/T4 team, NDE and OSPO.
2.  Updated soft-calibration adjustments for both S-NPP and N20 (Set J02 soft-calibrations to be zero for later adjustments) with new generated LUTs, which using interpolated bandpasses plus weight instead of using weight-only bandpasses.
New tables for as-interpolated channels and soft calibration adjustments to force agreement for S-NPP V8Pro with NOAA-19 SBUV/2 SBUV/2 and for NOAA-20 V8Pro with S-NPP.

				OMPS LP (SDR & EDR)				V2Limb V2.70		The new codes will process both S-NPP and J02 OMPS Limb Profiler data. The J02 has extensive changes in the timing patterns and wavelengh selection.		Oct-22				Current plans are for the SDR (Level 1) delivery in July and the EDR (Level 2) in September.

		L3		L3 Global Gridded LST/LSA		12/30/21		v1r1		Scientific Changes:
    The gridded LSA product uses a new lookup table “tilelist.txt” that will slightly affect which tiles get selected for finding land.
    The gridded LST product has added a product View_Angle_Day (for the daytime product) and View_Angle_Night (for the nighttime product)
Code Changes:
    The gridding tool has been updated to write intermediate output in the Tiles_info/ intermediate directory as NetCDF instead of binary.
    The gridded LSA and LST codes have been modified to read in the NetCDF information from the gridding tool (instead of binary)
    Code is now built using ASSISTT’s build scripts.
    Code is expected to be built using the GCC 8.3 compilers.

*** NDE didn't integrate this version ***		05/13/22		v1r1		Scientific Changes:
    The gridded LSA product uses a new lookup table “tilelist.txt” that will slightly affect which tiles get selected for finding land.
    The gridded LST product has added a new variable View_Angle_Day (for the daytime product) and View_Angle_Night (for the nighttime product)
Code Changes:
    The gridding tool has been updated to write intermediate output in the Tiles_info/ intermediate directory as NetCDF instead of binary.
    The gridded LSA and LST codes have been modified to read in the NetCDF information from the gridding tool (instead of binary)
    Code is now built using ASSISTT’s build scripts.
    Code is expected to be built using the GCC 8.3 compilers.
    Several variables in the LST code have been lengthened to handle longer file paths

		BUFR TK		Reformatting Toolkit to NDE		03/31/21		v5.0		Scientific Changes: None
Code Changes:
  Implemented data screening with Eclipse Flag for V8TOZ;
  Updated the Toolkit for J2 readiness;
  Updated for (both GOES-R and Enterprise) Winds BUFR to encode HOCT, Common QI w/o FC and G17 LHP mitigation flags; Removed brightness temperatures from the VIIRS-GHRSST BUFR.		05/25/22		v5.2		Scientific Changes:
  Added ASCAT L1B/L2 BUFR capabilities;
  Added ASCAT regional AWIPS BUFR capabilities;
  Added AUTOSNOW GRIB2 capability;
  Updated ecCodes library to version 2.22.1
Code Changes:
  Rewrite of BUFR docker start and  driver script.						DAP Products list (30 BUFR files and 3 GRIB2 files):

(a) CrIS 399-channel radiances in BUFR format.
(a1) Phase 4 low-res CrIS 399-channel radiances in BUFR format.
(b) CrIS 1305-channel radiances in BUFR format.
(b1) Phase 4 low-res CrIS 1305-channel radiances in BUFR format.
(c) ATMS SDR and TDR data in BUFR format.
(d) VIIRS M-band 4-channel radiances in BUFR format.
(e) VIIRS I-band channel 5 radiance in BUFR format.
(f) VIIRS Aerosol Optical Thickness (AOT) in BUFR format.
(g1) OMPS Nadir Profile (NP) in BUFR format (V6 with IP as input).
(g2) OMPS Nadir Profile (NP) in BUFR format (V8 with EDR as input).
(g3) OMPS Nadir Profile (NP) in BUFR format (V6 with EDR as input).
(h) OMPS Total Column (TC) in BUFR format.
(i) VIIRS Polar WINDS in the heritage BUFR format.
(j) Global Green Vegetation Fraction (GLB GVF) in GRIB2 format.
(k) Regional Green Vegetation Fraction (REG GVF) in GRIB2 format.
(l) ACSPO SST in BUFR format.
(m) AMSR2 1B radiance in BUFR format.
(n) AMSR2 SST in BUFR format.
(o) AMSR2 Sea Ice in GRIB2 format.
(p1) GOES-R WINDS in the new BUFR format.
(p2) GOES-R WINDS in the NB BUFR format.
(q) GOES-R WINDS in the heritage BUFR format.
(r) OMPS V8 Nadir Profile (NP) in BUFR format.
(s) OMPS V8 Total Column (TC) in BUFR format.
(t) CrIS Hi-Res 431-channel radiances in BUFR format.
(u) CrIS Hi-res 2211-channel radiances in BUFR format.
(v) VIIRS ACSPO GHRSST SST in BUFR format.
(w1) VIIRS Polar WINDS in the new BUFR format.
(w2) VIIRS Polar WINDS in the NB BUFR format.
(x) JPSS Risk-Reduction Aerosol Optical Depth (JRR-AOD) in BUFR format.
(y) IASI L1C/CRR radiances in BUFR format.
(z) GOES-R Clear Sky Radiances (CSR) in BUFR format.
(A) GOES-R All Sky Radiances (ASR) in BUFR format.
(B) OMPS Limb Profiler (OMPS-LP) in BUFR format.
(C1) ScatSat L2A 12.5 km resolution in BUFR format.
(C2) ScatSat L2A 25 km resolution in BUFR format.
(D1) ScatSat L2B 12.5 km resolution in BUFR format.
(D2) ScatSat L2B 25 km resolution in BUFR format.
(E) ScatSat L2B regional in BUFR format.
(F1) ScatSat OSWV R01-09 in AWIPS BUFR format.
(F2) ScatSat OSWV R10 in AWIPS BUFR format.
(F3) ScatSat AMB1 R01-09 in AWIPS BUFR format.
(F4) ScatSat AMB1 R10 in AWIPS BUFR format.
(F5) ScatSat AMB2 R01-09 in AWIPS BUFR format.
(F6) ScatSat AMB2 R10 in AWIPS BUFR format.
(F7) ScatSat AMB3 R01-09 in AWIPS BUFR format.
(F8) ScatSat AMB3 R10 in AWIPS BUFR format.
(F9) ScatSat AMB4 R01-09 in AWIPS BUFR format.
(F10) ScatSat AMB5 R10 in AWIPS BUFR format.
(G) MetOp DMW in BUFR format.








































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































for-poster

		Team		Product		Initial DAP (include NPP/N20 updates)						Final DAP (include NPP/N20 updates)

						Date		Version		Updates/Changes		Date		Version		Updates/Changes

		SDR		ATMS TDR/SDR		02/05/21		v001		 (J2: PCT only, ADR9393/CCR5198) initial J02 PCT:
    ATMS-SDR-CC_j02, for both SIDE‐A and SIDE‐B		09/14/22		v004		ADR10041/CCR6126, JPSS-2 ATMS Post TVAC Sensor Mounting Matrix PCT Update
    ATMS-SDR-CC_j02, for both SIDE-A and SIDE-B

				CrIS SDR		02/08/21				 (J2: PCT only, ADR9415/CCR5213) initial J02 LUTs/PCT:
    CrIS-FS-SDR-CC_j02
    CrIS-FS-SDR-DQTT_j02
    CrIS-FS-SDR-FILL-PACKET-LUT_j02		09/13/22				ADR10042/CCR6127, JPSS-2 CrIS Post TVAC Sensor Mounting Matrix PCT Update
    CrIS-FS-SDR-CC_j02

				VIIRS SDR		02/10/21		v001		 (J2: LUTs only, ADR8821/CCR5114) 44 initial J02 LUTs:
    CMNGEO-PARAM-LUT_j02
    CmnGeo-SAA-AC_j02
    VIIRS-RSBAUTOCAL-BRDF-SCREEN-TRANSMISSION-PRODUCT-RTA-VIEW-LUT_j02
    VIIRS-RSBAUTOCAL-BRDF-SCREEN-TRANSMISSION-PRODUCT-SDSM-VIEW-LUT_j02
    VIIRS-RSBAUTOCAL-DNB-DARK-SIGNAL-AUTOMATE-LUT_j02
    VIIRS-RSBAUTOCAL-DNB-GAIN-RATIOS-AUTOMATE-LUT_j02
    VIIRS-RSBAUTOCAL-DNB-LGS-GAIN-AUTOMATE-LUT_j02
    VIIRS-RSBAUTOCAL-DNB-MOON-ILLUMINATION-LUT_j02
    VIIRS-RSBAUTOCAL-H-AUTOMATE-LUT_j02
    VIIRS-RSBAUTOCAL-H-LUT_j02
    VIIRS-RSBAUTOCAL-ROT-MATRIX-LUT_j02
    VIIRS-RSBAUTOCAL-RSB-F-AUTOMATE-LUT_j02
    VIIRS-RSBAUTOCAL-RVF-LUT_j02
    VIIRS-RSBAUTOCAL-SDSM-SOLAR-SCREEN-TRANS-LUT_j02
    VIIRS-RSBAUTOCAL-SDSM-TIME-LUT_j02
    VIIRS-RSBAUTOCAL-VOLT-LUT_j02
    VIIRS-SDR-BB-TEMP-COEFFS-LUT_j02
    VIIRS-SDR-CAL-AUTOMATE-LUT_j02
    VIIRS-SDR-DELTA-C-LUT_j02
    VIIRS-SDR-DG-ANOMALY-DN-LIMITS-LUT_j02
    VIIRS-SDR-DNB-DN0-LUT_j02
    VIIRS-SDR-DNB-FRAME-TO-ZONE-LUT_j02
    VIIRS-SDR-DNB-GAIN-RATIOS-LUT_j02
    VIIRS-SDR-DNB-LGS-GAINS-LUT_j02
    VIIRS-SDR-DNB-RVF-LUT_j02
    VIIRS-SDR-DNB-STRAY-LIGHT-CORRECTION-LUT_j02
    VIIRS-SDR-EBBT-LUT_j02
    VIIRS-SDR-EMISSIVE-V2-LUT_j02
    VIIRS-SDR-F-PREDICTED-LUT_j02
    VIIRS-SDR-GEO-DNB-PARAM-V2-LUT_j02
    VIIRS-SDR-GEO-IMG-PARAM-V2-LUT_j02
    VIIRS-SDR-GEO-MOD-PARAM-V2-LUT_j02
    VIIRS-SDR-HAM-ER-LUT_j02
    VIIRS-SDR-OBC-ER-LUT_j02
    VIIRS-SDR-OBC-RR-LUT_j02
    VIIRS-SDR-OBS-TO-PIXELS-LUT_j02
    VIIRS-SDR-QA-V2-LUT_j02
    VIIRS-SDR-RADIOMETRIC-PARAM-V4-LUT_j02
    VIIRS-SDR-REFLECTIVE-LUT_j02
    VIIRS-SDR-RELATIVE-SPECTRAL-RESPONSE-LUT_j02
    VIIRS-SDR-RTA-ER-LUT_j02
    VIIRS-SDR-RVF-LUT_j02
    VIIRS-SDR-SOLAR-IRAD-LUT_j02
    VIIRS-SDR-TELE-COEFFS-LUT_j02		09/07/22		v003		ADR8823/CCR6123, JPSS-2 VIIRS Mounting Matrix in Geo LUTs Update
    VIIRS-SDR-GEO-IMG-PARAM-V2-LUT_j02
    VIIRS-SDR-GEO-MOD-PARAM-V2-LUT_j02
    VIIRS-SDR-GEO-DNB-PARAM-V2-LUT_j02

				OMPS SDR		03/10/21		v001		 (J2: code & LUTs, ADR9095/9501, CCR 5172) Updates/Changes:
1. Code update for high resolution OMPS-TC SDR (177 CT and 30 AT for J2 OMPS NM)
    30 updated program files; 1 new program file; 12 updated LUTs
2. Initial J02 LUTs (30 new LUTs):
    CMNGEO-PARAM-LUT_j02
    CmnGeo-SAA-AC_j02
    OMPS-SURFTYPE-LUT_j02
    OMPS-TBL-VERS-GND-PI_j02
    OMPS-NP-BIAS-GND-PI_j02
    OMPS-NP-CALCONST-LUT_j02
    OMPS-NP-CF-EARTH-GND-PI_j02
    OMPS-NP-DARKS-GND-PI_j02
    OMPS-NP-EV-SAMPLE-GND-PI_j02
    OMPS-NP-FAM-LUT_j02
    OMPS-NP-MACROTABLE-GND-PI_j02
    OMPS-NP-OSOL-LUT_j02
    OMPS-NP-SAA-DARKS-GND-PI_j02
    OMPS-NP-SDR-CC_j02
    OMPS-NP-STRAYLIGHT-LUT_j02
    OMPS-NP-TIMING-PATTERN-GND-PI_j02
    OMPS-NP-WAVELENGTH-GND-PI_j02
    OMPS-TC-BIAS-GND-PI_j02
    OMPS-TC-CALCONST-LUT_j02
    OMPS-TC-CF-EARTH-GND-PI_j02
    OMPS-TC-DARKS-GND-PI_j02
    OMPS-TC-EV-SAMPLE-GND-PI_j02
    OMPS-TC-FAM-LUT_j02
    OMPS-TC-MACROTABLE-GND-PI_j02
    OMPS-TC-OSOL-LUT_j02
    OMPS-TC-SAA-DARKS-GND-PI_j02
    OMPS-TC-SDR-CC_j02
    OMPS-TC-STRAYLIGHT-LUT_j02
    OMPS-TC-TIMING-PATTERN-GND-PI_j02
    OMPS-TC-WAVELENGTH-GND-PI_j02		09/16/22		v003		ADR10044/CCR6135, JPSS-2 OMPS Mounting Matrix Coefficients update
    OMPS-NP-SDR-CC_j02
    OMPS-TC-SDR-CC_j02

		Clouds		VIIRS Cloud Mask (ECM)		04/01/21		V3r0		Scientific Changes:
    Quarter degree GFS is now used instead of half degree.
    CMC SST is now used in place of OISST.
    VIIRS surface type is now used in place of AVHRR surface type.
    The NWP_GFS unit now outputs two files. The GRID file contains outputs in the NWP_GFS gridded domain, whereas the INTP file outputs the variables in the satellite pixel domain.
Code Changes:
    Preliminary J2 support
    This version of the DAP uses a new version of the Algorithm Services Framework as its main executable.
    wgrib, wgrib2, and Perl are no longer needed.
    SDR data is now input as HDF5 files. The previous step of gapfilling and converting SDR data to netCDF is no longer used.
    Python driver scripts have been rewritten to work with the new version of the Framework.
    RR algorithms are now run using a single driver script, run_jpssrr.py. Individual algorithm selection and output is now configured by the PCF.
    RR algorithms are intended run as one unit, but they may be broken up to meet latency requirements on certain products.
    Keys for static ancillary data have been simplified to listing the root directory instead of listing each ancillary file needed by a specific algorithm. It is assumed that the internal directory structure of the ancillary data directories are not modified.
    Other changes to the PCF keys have been made for all units, see the PCF-PSF document for more information.
    Output files for the VIIRS_750M_LAND_MASK_NASA_1KM and NWP_GFS algorithms now use the NDE naming format.
    Fixed issues:
        ADP patch from validation
        Winds patch to correct metadata history attribute
        Winds patch to output statistics regarding phase counting
        Satellite metadata fix to day/night and orbit number
        LSA NaN statistics fix
        Snow Mask IMS/SSMI previous day bug fix
        Adds NWP_GFS and Land Mask operational filename capability
        Reverts Winds Last image usage
        Enables SAT_VIIRS operational filename capability
        Renames SpaStdDev to SpaStddev in AOD to support BUFR Toolkit
        Adds Check to Solar Zenith Angle for Ice Age/Thickness
        Fixes log typo for SFC_TYPE_VIIRS_1KM
    Fixed issues identified from the OSPO SCR:
        Fixes possible buffer overflows in C++
        Lack of header/prologue
        Remove leading tabs
        Fix non-standard header files
        Fixes pointer usage
        Initialization
        Pointer casting
        Byte Size usage
        Possible memory leaks
        Data type usage		05/17/22		v3r2		Updated to Mode 2. New LUTs and Code logic
New dependancy on Day/Night Band (lunar reflectance, lunar angles)  (can still run if DNB is missing by setting DNB_MISSING=true in script)
Minor updates to metadata configuration regarding sensor identifiers/wavelengths used

				Cloud Phase/Type		04/01/21						05/17/22		v3r2		No code updates

				Cloud Base Height (CBH)		04/01/21						05/17/22		v3r2		No code updates

				Cloud Height (CTH, CTP, CTT)		04/01/21						05/17/22		v3r2		Breaks up the main science code into modules and has updated science in the code. Also includes previously updated inc for winds. Adds new inputs retrieved from cloud mask (ECM ice and water probabilities).  Adds a bug fix related to the DQF and modifies the acha_parameters.inc include file.

				Cloud Cover Layer (CCL)		04/01/21						05/17/22		v3r2		Added capability for Convective Cloud Probability & Supercooled Water at 5 flight layers
New dependency on LFC, freezing level (within NWP module)

				DCOMP		04/01/21						05/17/22		v3r2		New N21 LUTs
Adds new Nighttime Lunar COMP module to calculate microphysical properties during nighttime granules and when lunar reflectances are valid (moon is shining over the surface)
Changed Max Solar Zenith from 75 to 82
New requirement for DNB channel vars (can still run if DNB is missing by setting DNB_MISSING=true in script). Script updated to handle new DNB channel requirement
Changes Mode from 4 to 5. Mode 5 is the same as mode 4 but with the addition of DNB channel.
Minor updates to metadata configuration regarding sensor identifiers/wavelengths used

				NCOMP		04/01/21						05/17/22		v3r2		No code updates

		Aerosol		Aerosol Optical Depth and Aerosol Particle Size (AOD)		04/01/21						05/17/22		v3r2		Changed to use 17 class Surface Type rather than 14 class Surface Type
Changed enumerated surface types in AER_Const.h
Changed all other files to use the 17 class surface types as defined in AER_Const.h
Changed valid range of QCPath from 0-31 to 0-127
Updated Science version to 1.3.0 from 1.2.0

				Aerosol Detection (ADP)		04/01/21						05/17/22		v3r2		Added J2 support, updated coefficients in algorithm configuration.  Added fix required because of changes to the cloud mask packed flag
Handful of lines changed in eps_adp.cpp, eps_adp_input_data.cpp

		Volcanic Ash		Volcanic Ash		04/01/21						05/17/22		v3r2		No code updates

		Cryosphere		Ice Surface Temperature and Ice Concentration		04/01/21						05/17/22		v3r2		Script updated to handle new AMSR2 Ice Concentration input and set ENV_MISSING_AMSR2_ICE variable when file is not present (Fallback option: if no inputs are available more recently than 1 week, an environment variable is set (ENV_MISSING_AMSR2_ICE) and the algorithm will run as normal without the AMSR2 ice concentration input)
    AMSR2 Ice Concentration needs to be available at VIIRS pixel resolution.  Need to create a reader and interpolate the 10km input data (on EASE-2 grid) to satellite grid.  Used to screen out regions of low ice concentration at night.
    New reader/interpolation algorithm for AMSR2 ice concentration was added (dependency of Ice Concentration enterprise algorithm, only works for VIIRS currently).
AMSR2 environment variables must be added (ENV_AMSR2_INPUT_DIR, ENV_AMSR2_ICECONC_NH_FILENAME (north hemisphere AMSR2 ice conc name, preferable, but optional - reader will find most recent file), ENV_AMSR2_ICECONC_SH_FILENAME (same but for southern hemisphere file).


				Sea Ice Thickness/Age		04/01/21						05/17/22		v3r2		Several parameters/constants updated.  Science code version updated to v4.0
Doxygen headers added for all files.  Julian day adjustment code was modified in AITA_SUBROUTIN_varadj_date_latlon.f90.  Parameter values updated in IceThkAgeConstants.f90

				Binary Snow Cover		04/01/21						05/17/22		v3r2

				Fractional Snow Cover		04/01/21						05/17/22		v3r2

		VPW		VIIRS Polar Winds		04/01/21						05/17/22		v3r2		Removes solar zenith cutoff for polar winds to address an issue where good quality winds targets were being filtered out
Adds code to use the DQF from cloud height

		Land		Land Surface Temperature		04/01/21						05/17/22		v3r2		Added the lst uncertainty estimation module into the L2 VIIRS LST science code. lst_uncertainty_module.f90
Changes configuration file format from nc to ascii
New LUTS for J1, J2 and NPP
Updates in the LST output file:
1) Data layer name update: "VLST" is changed to "LST"; VLST_Quality_Flag is changed to "LST_Quality_Flag"
2) Added a new layer for LST uncertainty with a layer name of "LST_Err"
3) All scale factors and add_offsets for multiple variables including LST, emissivity, sensor view zenith angle, satellite azimuth angle are 
moved from data to the corresponding variable's attributes.
4) The metadata is reduced. The data layer starting with "Pixel" will be removed as the correponding percentage is provided in the metadata.

				Land Surface Albedo		04/01/21						05/17/22		v3r2		Ancillary data update.
    NAN values in the previous NPP and J01 LUTs are filled
    The latest J02 VIIRS SRFs were considered in the improved J02 LUTs

				Active Fires (I-Band)		06/24/20		v1r0		Scientific Changes:
    N/A
Code Changes:
    Included some script level updates to account for J02 data		03/17/22		v1r1		Scientific Changes:
    The primary science upgrade is that the J02 platform now uses a different fire radiative constant from NPP and J01.  Other upgrades are all cosmetic or clerical in nature.
Code Changes:
    The python wrapper code has been re-factored.
    PCF variables have been modified.

				Land Surface Reflectance		04/19/21		v1r2		The code is now able to handle J02 granule data
The algorithm now accounts for missing data in the I3 band for J01, which had previously affected 1.5% of I3 band pixels.
The algorithm previously misclassified NDE aerosol products as a lower level than expected. The thresholds between aerosol flag levels have been adjusted to account for this.		10/07/21
02/02/22 (patch)		v1r2		List of Code Changes:
    Removed the \0 characters from meta files
    Changed NDE GFS file pattern in config_files/preinput_template.cnf
    Reverted the day_night_data_flag from 0/1/2 back to "night"/"day"/"bo

				Green Vegetation Fraction		04/19/21		NVPS v2r1		J02 support/test
3 major improvements while producing VIs:
    reduced operations time from 7+ to 3 hours
    redesigned quality flags with 13 rankings
    more reasonable view sun zenith and view zenith angles at some aggregated grids

*** NDE didn't integrate this version ***		03/29/22		NVPS v2r2		Scientific Changes :
    J02 support/test
    VI (v2r2): 3 major improvements:
        reduced operations time from 7+ to 3 hours
        redesigned quality flags with 13 rankings
        more reasonable view sun zenith and view zenith angles at some aggregated grids
    GVF (v3r0):
        Input for GVF is now IP from the VI process (VI-SR files).
Code Changes:
    Added standard ASSISTT build scripts for installation and compilation for GNU 8.3 compiler update.
    Added new files for VI & GVF:
        dap_version.txt: contains the current DAP version
        add_attributes_{vi/gvf}_template.txt: contains the template for metadata

				Vegetation Index (VI)		04/19/21						03/29/22

				Vegetation Health (VH)						Combined Initial & Final DAP		12/20/21		v2r02		Scientific Changes:
    Code updates to support NOAA-21
    Added ancillary data and control files for NOAA-21
Code Changes:
    Added standard ASSISTT build scripts for installation and compilation
    Code changes to support compilation using GCC 8.3
    Main driver script rewritten in Python

		SST		Sea Surface Temperature		09/16/21		v2.80		Can process J2
Two new functionalities added: data fusion & thermal fronts
This package implements updates to the VIIRS ACSPO v2.80 code to reduce the filesizes of the products				v2.80		Combined Initial & Final DAP
12/15/21 SPSRB documentations (EUM & SMM) delivered to NDE/OSPO
4/26/2022 patch DAP delivery to NDE: This patch resolves the issue of processing ACSPO SST for VIIRS over the Great Lakes region

		NUCAPS		NUCAPS Products		02/26/21
04/13/21		v3r0
v3r1		02/26/21 (v3r0):
Scientific Changes:
    Makes NOAA's system compatible with running ClimCaps, but the impact to NOAA is that it now flags super saturations over 110% as failed. It also updates a few obsolete ispare/rspare values to contain new values for max relative humidity.
    Updated the regressions.
    Added a new CO2 climatology file and code to read it.
    Added in the MiRS ECMWF climatology for the microwave-only run.
    Added in CH4 quality control it only impacts a single ispare value.
    Removed the use of ccr_flag, ch4_flag, co2_flag, etc.
    Fixed the super saturation glitch. The rest of the team found two other ways where the super saturation could be affected. The first was the use of Version 5 versus Version 6 in the regression files. Version 5 truncates the maximum relative humidity in the first guess to 125%, while Version 6 truncates it to 100%. The other change was the final RH threshold, which had been set to 110% back in V2.6, but based on negotiation with Tony Reale had been moved to 103%. The final version was to set the version to "6" while setting the final RH threshold to 103%. New CO2 thresholds for quality control.
Code Changes:
    Updated PERL wrapper scripts: HEAP_Preprocessor.pl, HEAP_OLR.pl, HEAP_Clouds.pl, HEAP_Retrieval.pl, HEAP_Subsetter.pl, HEAP_Validation.pl
    Updated FORTRAN code: main_cris_olr.f90, main_iasi_ccr_to_netcdf.f90, main_iasi_olr.f90, main_netcdf_metadata.f90, main_nucaps_ccr_to_netcdf.f90, main_nucaps_l2_to_netcdf.f90, Makefile.netcdf_readwrite_f90
    New FORTRAN code: avh_read_netcdf_RR.f90, main_metopc_iasi_avhrr_col.f90, main_group_avhrr_to_iasi_files_RR.f90, main_avh_proc_RR.f90
    Updated and new CDL/NetCDF template and ancillary files

04/13/21 (v3r1):
Scientific Changes: None
Code Changes:
    Updated PERL wrapper scripts: 
        HEAP_Clouds.pl: Decrease padding value inside of script by 2 seconds (while checking if the files needed by the cloud unit are available). PCF CLOUD_PADDING value stays at 15 seconds
        dap_version.txt: Updated to reflect this patch DAP version number		04/08/22		DAP v4r0
Algo v3r0		Scientific Changes: None
Code Changes:
    Compiling the code now uses the ASSISTT build scripts.

		MiRS		MiRS Products		05/18/21		v11.6		Scientific Changes:
    Extension of MiRS preliminary full processing capability to JPSS-2 (NOAA-21). This is a pre-launch capability, which will be updated once real data are received after launch. Radiometric bias corrections are identical to those for NOAA-20.
    Updates to the SFR algorithm software including (1) updates to source code to make package more fully modular and consistent with MiRS interfaces, and (2) updates to static coefficient files leading to improved SFR estimates.
    Modification to the retrieval approach of cloud liquid water, resulting in reduction of false alarms of light rainfall over land.
Code Changes:
    Updates to output netCDF file global attributes metadata to bring into better compliance with NDE guidelines and CF conventions. This includes extracting orbit information for all satellites (except DMSP and Megha-Tropiques).
    Updates to the stand-alone GFS ungrib software (needed for snowfall rate algorithm).
    Use of STAR data repository (SCDR) filename convention for IMS analysis data files, consistent with operational data streams. The use of IMS data as an option for surface type is currently activated in GPM retrievals.
    Inclusion of NDE-specific driver scripts (SCS) for SNPP, NOAA-20, and JPSS-2 (NOAA-21), as well as several other satellites not covered by this DAP. This anticipates processing of these satellites in the Cloud environment.		03/31/22		v11.8		Scientific Changes:
    Updates to the snowfall rate (SFR) algorithm software including (1) final version ready for JPSS-2 processing, (2) machine learning based snowfall detection algorithms for NOAA-20 and SNPP, (3) new radiometric bias corrections for  NOAA-20, S-NPP, NOAA-19, Metop-A, Metop-B, and Metop-C, (4) cloud temperature initialization for NOAA-20, S-NPP, NOAA-19, Metop-A, Metop-B, and Metop-C, (5) machine learning ice water path initialization for NOAA-20, S-NPP, NOAA-19, Metop-A, Metop-B, and Metop-C over CONUS, and (6) machine learning SFR bias correction for NOAA-20, S-NPP, NOAA-19, Metop-A, Metop-B, and Metop-C over CONUS.
     Integration of an additional option for the radiometric bias correction for S-NPP and NOAA-20. The new option is a dynamic bias correction which uses a machine learning approach to compute a unique bias correction for each individual scene based on its radiometric and geophysical characteristics.

		SFR		Snow Fall Rate (SFR)		05/18/21						03/31/22

		OMPS EDR		OMPS Ozone EDR: V8TOz		05/27/21		V8TOz (v4r2)
V8TOS (v5r0)		08/19/21: Patch DAP for for V8TOZ v3r1
    Modified scripts and the python converter script to make v3r1 V8TOZ work with SDRs and Geolocation files generated by IDPS Block2.3 Mx4		02/03/22		V8TOz (v4r2)
V8TOS (v5r0)		Scientific Changes:
V8TOZ:
    1) Added process of medium/high resolution OMPS J02 retrievals in the NOAA operational V8TOz package. At present, the LUTs for J02 are the same as J01 which will be updated when real OMPS J02 SDR data are available. The soft-calibrations for J02 are set to zero for future updating.
    2) The retrieval algorithm is switched from using narrow bandpass (original) radiance/irradiance to using broader bandpass for the six longest channel wavelengths, and the LUTs for both SNPP and N20 are updated in accordance with this bandpass switch.
    3) New radiance adjustments (soft-calibration) are applied to both OMPS NPP and N20 retrievals, which make retrieved ozone and aerosol index be in agree with each other between NPP and N20, and be consistent with retrievals from previous version.
    4) O3T_omps.f90 solves the dimension issue when SDR data switches from Mx3 to Mx4. With the updated file,  the OMPS V8TOz_v4r2 will be able to process OMPS S-NPP, N20 and J02 for both Mx3 and Mx4 data, and generate EDR products with corresponding dimensions as  input SDR data.
    5)The creation date of soft-calibration and look-up tables was added to the table filename as timestamp of "yyyymmdd",  and those filenames plus  granule SDR file names were put in the metadata "source" of EDR output file. Those detailed information would be helpful when making comparisons and quick check of the products from different platforms.
    6) Added parameter "pressure" in the product outputs.
    7) Added 4 corners geo-location information (LatitudeCorners/LongitudeCorners) in the product outputs.
V8TOS:
    1) Code updates: variables name change; subroutine with additional arguments; correct attribute name
    2) Corrected global metadata variables
        project, summary, title, date_created, Metadata_Link, source, history_package, history
     3) Added POSTPROCESS directory: new fortran code for the postprocessing of V8SO2 files
Code Changes:
V8TOZ:
    1) Updated scripts and codes
    2) Added/updated/renamed ancillary files
V8TOS:
    Build the code with standard build scripts and GNU 8.3

				OMPS Ozone EDR: V8Pro		12/31/20
08/04/21 patch		v4r1		12/31/20 Main updates:
    Modified scripts and codes to add option for running J02 for V8Pro algorithm, added required tables and ancillary files for J02.
    Replaced old RT tables and triangular slit internal bandpass models with new RT tables and new higher-fidelity models.
    Updated soft-calibration for aerosol channel of S-NPP retrievals and make the averaged AI at Equatorial Pacific equal to zero. Set soft-calibrations for both N20 and J02 to be zero for later adjustments.
08/04/21: Patch DAP for OMPS NP, to address issue with scripts. Also includes update to valid range for variables in output files		07/08/22		v4r2		1.  Modified scripts and codes for adding more source info into the metadata, so that science team can track down the reason for the differences in the retrievals between science team, ASSISTT/T4 team, NDE and OSPO.
2.  Updated soft-calibration adjustments for both S-NPP and N20 (Set J02 soft-calibrations to be zero for later adjustments) with new generated LUTs, which using interpolated bandpasses plus weight instead of using weight-only bandpasses.
New tables for as-interpolated channels and soft calibration adjustments to force agreement for S-NPP V8Pro with NOAA-19 SBUV/2 SBUV/2 and for NOAA-20 V8Pro with S-NPP.

		BUFR TK		Reformatting Toolkit to NDE		03/31/21		v5.0		Scientific Changes: None
Code Changes:
  Implemented data screening with Eclipse Flag for V8TOZ;
  Updated the Toolkit for J2 readiness;
  Updated for (both GOES-R and Enterprise) Winds BUFR to encode HOCT, Common QI w/o FC and G17 LHP mitigation flags; Removed brightness temperatures from the VIIRS-GHRSST BUFR.		05/25/22		v5.2		Scientific Changes:
  Added ASCAT L1B/L2 BUFR capabilities;
  Added ASCAT regional AWIPS BUFR capabilities;
  Added AUTOSNOW GRIB2 capability;
  Updated ecCodes library to version 2.22.1
Code Changes:
  Rewrite of BUFR docker start and  driver script.
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